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Abstract 

Lung cancer still remains diagnosed at a late stage although we have novel diagnostic techniques at 
our disposal. However; for metastatic disease we have novel therapies based on 
pharmacogenomics. Tumor heterogenity provides us different treatments. There are several 
reasons for carcinogenesis; fibrosis and scar tissue provides an environment that induces 
malignancy. In the current review we will try and elucidate the pathways involved from scar tissue to 
carcinogenesis. 
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Introduction 
Lung cancer still remains diagnosed late 

although we have novel diagnostic techniques such as 
the electromagnetic navigation, radial endobronchial 
ultrasound and convex probe endobronchial 
ultrasound (EBUS).[1-3] However; for metastatic 
disease in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) we 
have novel targeted treatments based on the 
epidermal growth factor (EGFR), anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK), proto oncogene (BRAF) and 
proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase (ROS1) 
expression with tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs).[4, 5] 
We use next-generation sequencing (NGS) for the 
investigation of these genes. Another technique is the 
cobas®. The cobas® EGFR Mutation Test v2 is a 
real-time PCR test that identifies 42 mutations in 
exons 18, 19, 20 and 21 of the epidermal growth factor 
receptor (EGFR) gene, including the T790M resistant 

mutation. It is designed to enable testing of both 
tissue and plasma specimens with a single kit, and 
allows labs to run tissue and plasma on the same plate 
simultaneously. For optimized workflow results, 
Roche has developed a cell-free DNA (cfDNA) sample 
preparation kit to optimize extraction of DNA from 
plasma.[6, 7] Proto oncogene BRAF and proto 
oncogene KRAS can be also investigated with the 
cobas® technique.[8] Unfortunately liquid biopsy has 
its limitations as it is only 60% efficient with some 
studies going to 70% for investigation of EGFR and 
T790M.[9, 10] Liquid biopsy can be performed easily 
by acquiring blood sample of 10cc and it is usually 
considered for patients that cannot undergo biopsy 
due to performance status or even lack of diagnostic 
equipment. Liquid biopsy is considered to investigate 
the mutation burden that circulates through the body. 
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On the other hand tissue is always considered the best 
material in order to investigate gene expressions, 
however; the site of the biopsy has to be chosen 
carefully.[11] It has been observed that different 
lesions have different gene expressions, the main site 
could have EGFR positive expression, while 
metastasis not. Moreover; metastasis in different sites 
of the body might be a different cancer as it has been 
observed in previous case reports.[12, 13] Usually 
adenocarcinoma tends to transform to small cell lung 
cancer either due to tyrosine kinase inhibitors or on its 
own due to a cascade of inflammatory proteins that 
are secreted from the tumor.[14-16] Therefore upon 
follow up careful evaluation should be made of the 
main lesion and metastasis and re-biopsy should be 
made to the site which is not responding according to 
the primary lesion. Tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) 
currently on the market are; gefitinib, erlotinib and 
afatinib. The main side effects are skin rash, diarrhea 
and in some cases pneumonitis.[17] The first two can 
be handled with drugs or dose reduction, however; 
pneumonitis is a more severe side effect and in some 
situations the patient has to stop the treatment and the 
same time corticosteroids have to be 
administered.[17] Unfortunately in several patients 
disease progression due to tki resistance and therefore 
the mutation T790M is investigated and if found then 
a second generation tki is administered 
osimertinib.[18] The EGFR and T790M mutation can 
be also detected from different fluids using cell 
blocks.[19, 20] Currently we are investigating whether 
osimertinib could be administered as first line 
treatment to EGFR mutant patients due to the 
FLAURA trial.[21, 22] Regarding ALK mutation 
crizotinib is administered as first line treatment.[23] 
The ALK mutation can be only detected in tissue 
samples.[24] Again if resistance is observed then 
ceritinib or alectinib and be administered without 
investigation of any additional gene expression.[25, 
26] The usual side effects of these pills are vomiting, 
diarrhea, constipation, swelling in your hands, feet, 
ankles, face, and eyelids. Moreover; in the united 
states another tki brigatinib might be soon a treatment 
options after first line treatment progression.[27] 
Proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase (ROS1) is 
detected in tissue samples and crizotinib is 
administered as first line treatment. [28] Ceritinib has 
been also investigated in ROS1 patients after 
crizotinib resistance.[29] Regarding proto oncogene 
(BRAF) dabrafenib/trametinib are administered as 
first line treatment.[30] Most common side effects are 
diarrhea, skin toxicities, pyrexia and arthralgia. BRAF 
can only be detected in tissue sample.[31] Currently 
we are investigating a three drug administration for 
these patients as first line treatment.[32] 

Chemotherapy and immunotherapy remains the 
treatment choice as second line treatment in these 
patients. 

Immunotherapy (IO) has also been introduced as 
a novel treatment in the past two years and it is based 
on the programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) 
expression. In specific pembrolizumab can be 
administered as first line treatment if PD-L1 ≥50% and 
as second line treatment if PD-L1 ≥1%. In the case of 
nivolumab it can be administered as second line 
treatment indifferent of the PD-L1 expression.[33] 
Regarding small cell lung cancer (SCLC) 
chemotherapy and recently immunotherapy as 
second line treatment are considered the best 
therapeutic approach.[34] It has been observed that 
during the treatment of lung cancer interstitial 
pneumonitis might occur. Often this adverse effect is 
fatal. Moreover; for many lung cancer with idiopathic 
pulmonary fibrosis radiotherapy is contraindicated 
and the applicability of chemotherapy regimens is 
also limited.  

In particular, gemcitabine, irinotecan, and 
amrubicin are, respectively, contraindicated in these 
patients. Whenever possible surgery is selected for 
resectable tumors in the treatment of such cancer, 
although strict criteria are used even though surgery 
is also a known risk factor for AE. It has been 
observed that the incidence of postoperative adverse 
events of interstitial pneumonitis varies among 
patients by their demographics and interstitial 
pneumonitis subtypes. In the study by Goto T. et. al. 
[35] a univariate analysis revealed significant 
correlations with adverse events for the following 
factors: gender, preoperative history of steroid use, 
preoperative C-RP (C-reactive protein), preoperative 
adverse events of interstitial pneumonitis, LDH 
(lactate dehydrogenase), KL-6 (Krebs von den 
Lungen-6), %VC (vital capacity), FEV1 (forced 
expiratory volume in 1 sec), FEV1%, operative time, 
blood loss, DLCO (carbon monoxide diffusing 
capacity of the lung), imaging findings of interstitial 
pneumonitis, and the surgical procedure used (VATS 
vide-oassisted vs open surgery). A subsequent 
multivariate analysis of these factors identified the 
following as significant respective risk factors for 
adverse eveant: male gender, KL-6 > 1000 U/mL, 
preoperative steroid use, %vital capacity < 80%, UIP 
pattern, history of adverse events, segmentectomy vs 
a more extensive surgical procedure.  

In the current review we will focus on those 
patients who developed lung cancer based on scar 
tissue from fibrosis as this has been previously 
observed.[36] 
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Molecular pathways 
There are epigenetic and genetic alterations, 

abnormal expression of microRNAs (miRNAs), 
cellular and molecular aberrances such as an altered 
response to regulatory signals, delayed apoptosis or 
reduced cell-to-cell communication, along with the 
activation of specific signaling transduction 
pathways, all these characterize the pathogenesis of 
both IPF and LC.[37, 38] In idiopathic pulmonary 
fibrosis lung tissue, we have previously identified that 
increased tissue stiffness is a function of dysregulated 
post-translational collagen cross-linking rather than 
any collagen concentration increase whilst at the 
nanometre-scale collagen fibrils are structurally and 
functionally abnormal with increased stiffness, 
reduced swelling ratio, and reduced diameter.[39] 
Inflammatory monocytes (IMs) exist are a reason for 
the development of scar tissue and they are found in 
pathological tissue specimens. Squamous cell lung 
carcinomas are characterized by a dense infiltration of 
inflammatory monocytes (IMs) and poor survival. 
Chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 2 (CCL-2) mediate 
recruitment of IMs which is necessary and sufficient 
for squamus cell lung cancer metastasis. It has been 
observed that pharmacologic inhibition of IM 
recruitment had substantial anti-metastatic effects. 
Moreover; IMs highly express Factor XIIIA, which 
promote fibrin cross-linking to create a scaffold for 
squamus cell lung cancer cell invasion and 
metastases.[40] Insulin like growth factor -1 (IGF-1) 
signaling deficiency is known to result in alveolar 
hyperplasia in humans and disrupted lung 
architecture in animal models. The components of 
IGF-1 signaling pathways are potentiated as 
biomarkers as they are dysregulated locally or 
systemically in lung diseases, whereas data may be 
inconsistent or even paradoxical among different 
studies.[41] Immunological and genetic analyses have 
affirmed the expression of IGF-1 signaling 
components in cells from the normal lung tissue, lung 
parenchymal cells, including airway cells, smooth 
muscle cells, lung fibroblasts, and alveolar 
macrophages.[42] Abnormal IGF-1 expression is 
associated with lung cancer and fibrosis.[43] 
Abnormal IGF-1/IGF-1R signaling has been 
extensively studied in lung cancer and it has been 
observed to mediate oncogenesis, progression, 
metastasis, resistance to chemotherapy, and tyrosine 
kinase inhibitors (TKIs).[44] Therefore it has been 
observed that patients receiving TKIs some patients 
develop pneumonitis.[45] Moreover; IGF-1 is 
implicated in the epithelial-mesenchymal transition 
(EMT) induction and cancer stem cell (CSC) 
maintenance, however; no clear conclusions can be 
drawn since the patients with lung cancer were 

selected randomly in previously published 
studies.[46] There are evidence that ZEB1-mediated 
EMT in human alveolar epithelial type II (ATII) cells 
contributes to the development of lung fibrosis by 
paracrine signaling to underlying fibroblasts.[47] In 
human fibrotic lung tissue, it was observed that 
ZEB1-mediated paracrine signaling has the potential 
to contribute to early fibrotic changes in 
the lung interstitium. Possibly targeting this pathway 
ZEB1 regulatory axis may be a future treatment 
strategy of pulmonary fibrosis.[47] Regulating this 
pathway we might have a treatment for lung fibrosis 
and reduce lung cancer prevalence.  

 It has been observed that with aging the 
following genes (TERT, DSP and FAM13A) lose their 
normal function and their deregulation is associated 
with the development or exacerbation of chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), idiopathic 
pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) and lung cancer.[48] The 
enzyme telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT) is 
essential for telomere maintenance. In replicating 
cells, maintenance of telomere length is important for 
the preservation of vital genetic information and 
prevention of genomic instability. TERT SNP 
rs2736100 C allele has been found to be positively 
associated with multiple cancerous diseases, on the 
other hand the A allele is positively associated with 
predisposition to non-cancerous (degenerative) 
diseases. Its influence on telomere length, illustrates 
that optimal telomere maintenance reduces the risk 
for cancer or for non-cancerous diseases. This 
underlines the caution that should be taken when 
developing therapies that influence telomere 
length.[49] β‑catenin/CTNNB1 is an intracellular 
scaffold protein that interacts with adhesion 
molecules (E‑cadherin/CD H1, N‑cadherin/CD H2, 
VE‑cadherin/CD H5 and α‑catenins), 
transmembrane‑type mucins (MUC1/CD 227 and 
MUC16/CA125), signaling regulators (APC, AXIN1, 
AXIN2 and NHERF1/EBP50) and epigenetic or 
transcriptional regulators (BCL9, BCL9L, CREBBP/ 
CBP, EP300/p300, FOXM1, MED12, SMARCA4/ 
BRG1 and TCF/LEF). β‑catenin/CTNNB1 
dysfunction has been associated with fibrosis and 
lung cancer, therefore it has been proposed as 
treatment target.[50] The phosphoinositide 3-kinase 
(PI3K)/protein kinase B (AKT)/mammalian target of 
rapamycin (mTOR)-dependent pathway is one of the 
most integral pathways linked to cell metabolism, 
proliferation, differentiation, and survival. The 
dysregulation of this pathway is observed in 
idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis and lung cancer. 
Therefore mTOR inhibitors could be used for the 
regulation of the pathway.[51] Plasmacytoid DCs 
(pDCs) are unaffected or are reduced systemically, 
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however; they tend to increase in the affected organs 
(lungs/skin/bronchoalveolar lavage). Plasmacytoid 
DCs are observed in high concentrations in the lungs 
of patients with systemic sclerosis and have been 
correlated with the severity of lung disease along with 
the frequency of CD4+ and IL-4+ T cells in the lung. It 
has been observed that treatment with imatinib 
reduces and/or prevents deterioration of skin and 
lung fibrosis and profoundly reduced pDCs in lungs 
but not in peripheral blood of patients with systemic 
sclerosis.[52] Transforming growth factor (TGF)-β 
regulates cell growth arrest, invasion, motility, 
apoptosis, cell differentiation, angiogenesis, 
extracellular matrix production, tissue fibrosis, and 
immune function. Although tumor-suppressive roles 
of TGF-β have been extensively studied and the 
critical roles of TGF-β as a pro-tumorigenic factor in 
various types of cancer remain to be elucidated. 
TGF-β plays a pivotal role in the differentiation and 
function of regulatory T cells (Tregs).[53] Therefore by 
targeting this pathway we could have a novel 
treatment.  

 Several oncomirs, microRNAs associated with 
malignancy, are also linked with IPF. miR-29a and 
miR-185 downregulation is probably involved both in 
carcinogenesis and fibrogenesis. Common targets of 
miR-29a and miR-185 such as DNA methyltransferase 
(DNMT)1, DNMT3b, COL1A1, AKT1 and AKT2 have 
been investigated. Similar levels of miR-29a and 
miR-185 were detected in interstitial pulmonary 
fibrosis (IPF) and lung cancer (LC) while their 
common targets AKT1 and DNMT3b were not found 
to differ. Possibly there are pathogenetic similarities at 
the level of key epigenetic regulators. On the other 
hand COL1A1 mRNA levels were increased in 
interstitial pulmonary fibrosis suggesting a 
disease-specific mRNA signature. DNMT1 was 
downregulated in the lung cancer group and its 
expression was further reduced in the presence of 
increasing malignant burden as it was implied by the 
endobronchial findings.[54] The expression levels of 
FGF2 mRNA and protein in the non-small cell LC 
tissues were significantly higher than those in the 
adjacent normal tissues (P<0.001). The expression 
level of FGF2 protein in lavage fluid of patients with 
IPF was higher than that of the control group 
(P<0.001). The expression level of FGFR2 mRNA in 
the non-small cell LC tissues was significantly higher 
than that in the adjacent normal tissues (P<0.001). The 
expression level of FGFR2 protein in the non-small 
cell LC tissues was higher than that in the adjacent 
normal lung tissues (P<0.001). The expression levels 
of FGF2 mRNA and FGFR2 mRNA in cancer tissues 
were not significantly correlated with age, sex and 
history of smoking (P>0.05), but were significantly 

correlated with lymph node metastasis, tumor 
differentiation and TNM staging. FGF2 and FGFR2 
proteins were highly expressed in cancer tissues of LC 
patients and lavage fluid of patients with IPF. The 
expression of FGF2 mRNA and FGFR2 mRNA was 
correlated with lymph node metastasis and TNM 
stage. The high expression levels of FGF2 mRNA and 
FGFR2 mRNA were associated with tumor metastasis 
and poor prognosis of LC patients.[55] Signal 
transducer and activator of transcription (STAT) 3 
plays a central role in the host response to injury. It is 
activated rapidly within cells by many cytokines, 
most notably those in the IL-6 family, leading to 
pro-proliferative and pro-survival programs that 
assist the host in regaining homeostasis. With 
persistent activation, however, chronic inflammation 
and fibrosis ensue, leading to a number of debilitating 
diseases.[56] Many STAT3 inhibitors suffer from lack 
of specificity and have negative impacts on wound 
healing and immune function.[57] there is a potential 
risk of toxicity in the use of STAT3 inhibitors 
associated with inhibiting mitochondrial function, 
which may be unacceptable, especially in non-cancer 
indications, such as inflammation and fibrosis.[58] 
The Warburg effect is the metabolic perturbation in 
cancer cells meaning that glycolysis is preferred over 
oxidative phosphorylation, even in the presence of 
oxygen. This effect has also been observed upon 
myofibroblast differentiation, a distinct 
physiopathological step in pulmonary fibrosis.[59] 
The matricellular protein SPARC (secreted proteome 
acidic and rich in cysteine) is known to bind collagens 
and regulate fibrillogenesis. It has been observed that 
cleavage of SPARC at a specific site, which modulates 
collagen binding, is a physiological mechanism 
increased during pathogenesis of lung cancer. 
Furthermore, inhibition of fibrillar collagen 
degradation by SPARC may play additional roles in 
increasing collagen deposition leading to a 
pro-fibrotic and tumorigenic environment.[60] (Figure 
1-2.) 

IPF 
It is known that patients suffering from 

idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) have an affected 
lung parenchyma with scar tissue. This observation 
can be made with CT of the thorax and biopsies. There 
are different patterns such as the usual interstitial 
pneumonia (UIP), however; there are cases where an 
overlap with non-specific interstitial pneumonia 
(NSIP) pattern might exist. These patients have an 
incidence of 25/1000 to develop lung cancer and the 
most usual type is squamus cell lung cancer.[36] 
Smoking habit, emphysema have been also correlated 
with the development of lung cancer and there is a 
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high mortality rate one year after the diagnosis of 
lung cancer in these patients.[36] Moreover; it has 
observed that the lung cancer lesions develop 
adjacent to the UIP lesions.[36] Adenocarcinoma has 
been described between a UIP pattern of a patient that 
underwent lung transplantation, however; he was not 
fit for biopsy, this case emphasized the need for 
non-invasive methods of lung cancer diagnosis.[61] In 
interstitial pulmonary fibrosis (IPF), chemokine (IL-8) 
is significantly elevated and has been correlated with 
the presence of neutrophils in bronchoalveolar lavage 
fluid (BALF). It has been also observed that during 
chronic inflammation, abnormal function of inducer 
or suppressor genes decreases apoptosis of immune 
cells. This leads to prolongation of inflammatory cell 

infiltration of the lungs and possibly cancer due to the 
mechanisms described in the molecular pathology 
section.[62]  

IPF must be distinguished from other ILDs. Like 
carcinogenesis, IPF physiopathology is primarily 
based on epithelial damage, repair abnormalities, and 
epithelial mesenchymal transition, whereas for the 
other ILD subtypes, inflammation and 
immunosuppression are paramount features. These 
last displays a better prognosis that IPF.[59] 

It has been observed that surgery for lung cancer 
with idiopathioc pulmonary fibrosis in the 
background increases postoperative morbidity and 
mortality by exacerbating pre-existing IPF, i.e., acute 
exacerbation of IPF (AEIPF). Additionally, survival 

 
Figure 1. Mechanisms and concept of fibrosis and tumorigenesis; interleukins IL-4,5,8; Tumor Necrosis Factor (TNF) α,β;  

 
Figure 2. Reactive oxygen species (ROS), Tumor Growth Factor (TGF-β), Nitric Oxide (NO), Surfactant protein 1 (SFTPA1), Surfactant protein 2 (SFTPA2), and tumor protein 
p53 (p53) 
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after lung cancer surgery depends on the presence of 
IPF.[35] 

Connective tissue disease 
Connective tissue disease-associated interstitial 

lung disease (CTD-ILD) has been found to be 
associated with lung cancer.[63] Connective tissue 
disease (CTD) represents a group of immunologically- 
mediated inflammatory disorders that affect a variety 
of organs. CTD includes rheumatoid arthritis (RA), 
Sjögren’s syndrome (SS), systemic sclerosis (SSc), 
systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), polymyositis/ 
dermatomyositis (PM/DM) and mixed connective 
tissue disease. The relationship between CTD and LC 
has not been fully investigated. However; for 
rheumatoid arthritis[64, 65], systemic sclerosis[66, 67] 
and dermatomyositis/polymyositis[68, 69] there are 
publications which connect one disease with the 
other. 

 

 
Figure 3. TGF-β; tumor growth factor-beta, ΜAPK/ERK; Ras-Raf-MEK-ERK 
pathway) is a chain of proteins in the cell that communicates a signal from 
a receptor on the surface of the cell to the DNA in the nucleus of the cell, 
PI3K/AKT; PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway is an intracellular signaling pathway 
important in regulating the cell cycle. 

 

Outlook 
The pathophysiology of interstitial lung diseases, 

particularly IPF, resembles that of cancer 
development. It includes epithelial cell anomalies 
ranging from metaplasia to carcinomatous 
transformation, gene alterations, soluble mediator 
release, cellular bioenergetics, and aging with 
telomere attrition and aberrant recapitulation of 
developmental pathways.[59] Interstitial pneumonia 
(IP) is a known risk factor for lung cancer. It has been 
observed that the prevalence of IP in patients with 
lung cancer is approximately 4–8%.[70] Previous 
large-scale retrospective studies have included 
patients treated with steroids, ulinastatin, sivelestat 
sodium, macrolides, or other agents for the 
prevention of postoperative adverse events, although 
none of these agents has proven to be effective.[70] It 
is known that chronic inflammation induced by 
emphysema or fibrosis can result in epithelial cell 

injury, propagation of DNA errors and high cell 
turnover rates, thereby promoting carcinogenesis.[71] 
It has been observed that low DLCO may facilitate 
oxygen deprivation and increase the expression of 
hypoxia-inducible factors (HIFs). Hypoxia-inducible 
factor expression has been associated with tumor 
metastasis in lung cancer.[72] Hypoxia is also known 
to have extensive crosstalk with signaling pathways 
linked to inflammation.[73] There are drugs such as; 
pirfenidone that inhibit mesothelioma cell 
proliferation and migration via inhibition of 
extracellular signal-regulated kinases (ERK) and 
serine/threonine-specific protein kinase (AKT) and 
regulates mesothelioma tumor microenvironment in 
vivo.[74] Pirfenidone alone does not act against cancer 
cells, but it downregulates the expression of 
extracellular matrix associated genes and also 
decreases significantly Transwell migration/invasion 
and 3D collagen invasion.[75]  

The addition of cisplatin in combination with 
pirfenidone provide a combined therapeutic effect as 
pirfenidone enhances the effect of cisplatin in these 
patients by modifying the tumor microenvironment 
and increase the drug penetration.[74] It is known that 
pulmonary fibrosis and lung cancer share the 
common pathogenesis, epigenetic and genetic 
changes, abnormal expression of microRNAs, 
activation of specific signaling pathways and altered 
response to regulatory signals which can be attributed 
to the causes of both fibrotic change and 
carcinogenesis.[76] Moreover; hypoxia-inducible 
factors expression can contribute towards the better 
understanding of the underlying molecular 
mechanism between low DLCO values and high 
tumor aggressiveness and metastasis.[77] Five 
Japanese series compared EGFR gene mutation 
frequencies in non-small cell lung cancer patients with 
and without interstitial lung disease. Epidermal 
growth factor receptor mutations were detected in 
0–5.8% of tumors in interstitial lung disease patients 
versus 24.3–47% in those without.[59] A multivariate 
analysis revealed EGFR mutations to be 
independently associated with absent ILD.[78] EGFR 
mutations are very rare in lung cancer patients with 
IPF and maybe tkis could be a contraindicated for 
these patients since they might induce pneumonitis 
and further worsen their respiratory capacity. 
However; since the number of these patients is very 
low, further studies should be made to clarify this 
issue. Prevalence of lung cancer in patients with 
interstitial lung disease is higher than in those with 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.[79] In 
conclusion low lung diffusion capacity (DLCO), 
repeated exacerbations, underlying CTD, insufficient 
antiviral prophylaxis, radiological pattern and 
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treatment are the most important factors affecting the 
newly diagnosed patient with lung cancer and 
connective tissue underlying disease. Patients with 
CTD and IPF are diagnosed more frequently in early 
stages due to the continuous and frequent screening 
medical practice which is not the same with COPD 
patients and smoking history.[80] Tumors are more 
frequently observed in the lower lobes and lung 
periphery, which usually adjoined the fibrous 
area.[80] Moreover; patients with IPF-LC were more 
likely to have sublobar resection and shorter 
anesthesia time due to the early stage when 
diagnosed.[80] It has been observed that mechanical 
ventilator care and deaths were more common in 
idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis-lung cancer patients 
compared to lung cancer only patients.[80] However; 
biopsy and treatment are difficult to perform in 
several of them.[80] Survival time has been found to 
be significantly shorter in patients with IPFLC when 
compared to lung cancer.[80] It has been observed 
that chemotherapy for advanced-disease raises the 
issue of feasibility and acute events-interstitial lung 
disease risk, with the exact role of interstitial lung 
disease and lung cancer therapies be better 
administered.[59] On the other hand factors that 
might induce lung cancer can be summarized to: male 
sex[79], older age ≥60[79], heavy smokers, higher 
number of cigarettes, have rheumatoid arthritis[64, 
65], systemic sclerosis[66, 67], dermatomyositis/ 
polymyositis[68, 69], have a usual interstitial 
pneumonia (UIP) pattern and presence of emphysema 
on HRCT scan, lower predicted diffusing capacity of 
the lung carbon monoxide (DLco)%, and not be 
receiving immunosuppressive therapy. Women were 
at a higher risk of developing cancer than men in 
those with systemic lupus erythematosus.[81] We still 
do not have enough data regarding immunotherapy 
for lung cancer patients and idiopathic pulmonary 
fibrosis. These patients are very rare to find even in 
clinical trials. Moreover; we now that immunotherapy 
might induce pneumonitis in some patients, either 
pembrolizumab or nivolumab.[82] Therefore maybe 
this type of therapy should be avoided. However; 
since these drugs are certified for other lung cancer 
patients maybe these agents could be administered 
with a close follow up with spirometry, DLCO and CT 
of the thorax for an adverse reaction. On the other 
hand again tyrosine kinase inhibitors can cause 
pneumonitis, however; they have been administered 
previously in these patients as they have been longer 
in the market than immunotherapy. [83] The 
combination of the drug pirfenidone with 
chemotherapy or even tyrosine kinase inhibitors 
could be an option, since we have data that 
pirfenidone might work synergistically with another 

therapeutic agent of lung cancer (chemotherapy and 
tkis).[74]  

Electromagnetic navigation is another method of 
diagnosis for small central and peripheral lesions.[84] 
Medical thoracoscopy can be used in case of 
malignancy of the pleura.[85] This method can be 
performed in some cases with local sedation, 
however; for some patients general anesthesia has to 
be used. The methods that we currently have for lung 
cancer diagnosis are minimal invasive and are 
suitable for all candidates. The appropriate method of 
diagnosis will be chosen based on the respiratory 
capacity of a patient, site of the lesion and 
performance status. Pneumothorax is a situation that 
can be handled with minimal aspiration systems and 
therefore it should not be a contraindication even with 
patients with low oxygen saturation levels. Again low 
oxygen saturation levels on its own as a factor it is not 
a contraindication in order to perform an 
endoscopy.[86] 

Patients with lung cancer and idiopathic 
pulmonary fibrosis are rarely diagnosed with 
epidermal growth factor expression, anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase expression, BRAF or ROS1 
expression. Since IPF is considered a systematic 
disease different pathways are deregulated. We have 
this information from patients who underwent double 
lung transplantation and pulmonary fibrosis occurred 
again.[87] There are possibly antibodies that attack 
the lung parenchyma. Patients with EGFR positive 
expression are usually non-smokers and it is known 
that they have a genetic predisposition.[88] The same 
with ALK positive expression patients.[89]  

Note 
We should mention that several studies from 

which we obtained information for this work, the 
patients in some of them were not diagnosed with IPF 
or CTD with ATS/ERS/JRS/ALAT. 
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